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MYSS PROJECT
2nd NEWSLETTER - September 2022
WELCOME TO THE SECOND NEWSLETTER OF
THE MYSS PROJECT!

In this second edition:

• The MYSS pilot tests at school;

• IO2 latest activities;

• IO3 “Diaries and Recommendation” Handbook;

• Our TPM meetings;

• Our next steps…

THE MYSS PILOT TESTS AT SCHOOL

During  2022,  MYSS consortium partners,  after  designing  a  detailed  course

curriculum for teachers to help them approaching distance teaching, proceeded

with  the  1st  pilot  test,  in  order  to  verify  the  effectiveness  of  the  training

material  produced.  This  first  testing  phase  involved  34  teachers  from Italy,

Romania  and  Greece,  who  followed  7  training  units  and  completed  a  final

assessment quiz to verify the accessibility, efficacy, interest, and usability of the

courses  and  platform.  Teachers  who  successfully  participated,  received  a

certificate  of  attendance.  Finally,  after  collecting  the  feedback  and  making

appropriate changes to the courses, the latest versions of the modules were

translated into the national language and transferred to the MYSS e-platform,

within the teaching area.

In the first week of March 2022, we started our 2nd pilot with teachers to test

the technical features of the MYSS platform. During this pilot, 63 teachers of

Italian, Greek and Romanian primary and secondary schools started using the

e-platform to create courses and modules to be later presented in class with

students. Teachers had the opportunity of creating different kinds of modules,

like  quizzes,  homework  exercises,  presentations,  info-graphics,  webinars,
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upload  external  resources,  and  many  others.  The  aim  was  to  let  teachers

familiarize with the e-platform, and to collect their feedback and suggestions for

further improvements.

In  order  to  facilitate  teachers’  experience  in  using  the  e-platform,  partners

developed a step-by-step guide (translated in all partners’ language) on how to

use the platform and all  the functions.  Moreover,  to  the same purpose,  the

MYSS consortium developed video tutorials to visually explain how to navigate

the platform and how to use all its features. Both the guidelines and the video

tutorials are freely available on the project website. From the first analysis of

the evaluation questionnaires, professors seemed to be enthusiastic about the

new platform encompassing so many features within the same space and were

satisfied with the evaluation and graphic creation tools.

The 3rd pilot testing phase was carried out from 21st of March to 10th April

2022  with  the  participation  of  109  among  Italian,  Greek  and  Romanian

students. Participants were asked to access the e-platform to assess the quality

of the digital tools, the accessibility and usability throughout an online survey

distributed in their native languages. The participating students evaluated the

MYSS  platform  based  on  their  experience  and  how  the  tools  and

methodologies  developed  are  meeting  their  needs.  The  overall  learning

experience was highly  evaluated  and  their  expectations  mostly  met.  They

reported the most positive aspects of the platform to be the ease of use, the

pace, the interface and the ability to work with their teachers in real time.

In regards to the learning material provided, what struck the students as most

enjoyable were the presentations offered, the videos and the quizzes. Their
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communication with their teachers was smooth and satisfactory, while the tools,

duration of the course, knowledge acquired and practical exercises were also

rated positively in the most part. Finally, when it came to rating the platform

itself,  the  majority  of  students  expressed that  it  was easy to  use and well

designed. Some suggestions for improvement that were brought forward via

the  survey  were  the  need  for  easier  access,  bug  fixes  and  some  minor

translation issues. Using this feedback, the development team is improving the

final product in order to reach the highest possible quality.

IO2 LATEST ACTIVITIES
MYSS platform is an environment accessible by both teachers and students

able to recreate the same familiarity of traditional classrooms, despite the use

of the distance learning approach.

It consists of two areas: a) training area, designed for teachers to strengthen

their  methodological  skills  thanks  to  the  e-learning  courses  developed;  b)

teaching area:  designed to connect teachers and students so that they can

carry out their lessons online assisted by innovative and customizable teaching

tools  such  as  quizzes,  mind  maps,  lesson  plans  and  certifications.  The

e-platform and its  digital  tools  were  developed in  English,  translated  into  3

languages  (IT,  EL,  RO)  and  tested  by  58  teachers  and  109  students  from

primary and secondary schools from all  partner countries.  Students from all

partner countries agreed on the importance of the MYSS platform and were

enthusiastic  about  it.  They  expressed  the  desire  to  work  with  it  more  and

confirmed the benefits of the digital tool for other students as well.

IO3 "DIARIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS"
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HANDBOOK
The participation of teaching staff in the IO3 activity, through the completion of

the information questionnaire, highlighted that the use of new technologies in

education  is  an  expanding  reality,  at  the  intersection  of  pedagogy  and

technological  developments.  The  teachers  interviewed  concluded  that  the

e-learning  promoted  through  the  MYSS platform is  not  intended  to  replace

traditional educational systems, but to strengthen the learning process.  In

fact, our platform aims at active learning on the part of students, stimulating

their participation, considering that the current generations are used to working

digitally from a young age.

Among the advantages over

the traditional education

system, the teachers

mentioned the various

pedagogical methods

applied to the MYSS modules

and the individualization of

the learning process (each

student has his or her own

pace and style of

assimilation) - the completion

of courses can be done

gradually and repeatedly,

benefiting from rapid and

permanent feedback.

Thanks to the interviews, the

teachers were able to make a

critical summary of the

teaching activity, before and

after participation in the

MYSS project. Firstly, they

perceived the importance of the cooperative attitude among peers. This is

equally valid when students are encouraged to set up real synergetic study

groups, simulating a real (hypothetical) work environment ('team-work'); and

when teachers promote cooperation in all phases of planning, with particular

regard to innovative aspects of didactic, aspects linked to both the use of the

versatile multimedia environment and the adoption of new teaching strategies.

Secondly, the participating teachers were given the opportunity to make a
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critical self-assessment of their own professional operational limitations and

set out to overcome them. Given the rapid changes in the intellectual

processes of today's generations of students, teachers are obliged to

constantly update contents and strategies, without necessarily abolishing the

traditional teaching approach, but renewing and adapting it. Finally, the

questionnaire, which complemented the complex project activities, provided a

powerful stimulus to develop new didactic approaches to improve pupils'

motivation and their effectiveness-efficiency in active learning processes.

OUR TPM MEETINGS
The 3rd TPM of the Erasmus+ project “MYSS – My Smart School” was held in

Catania on May 19 and 20, and was the first in-person meeting after the end of

the state of emergency due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The partners had the

opportunity to strengthen their fellowship and feel a growing empathy in their

collaboration for the success of the project. The meeting, chaired by VITECO,

was attended by 9 staff members from all consortium organizations, including

Liceo  Majorana  for  Italy,  Idec  and  Nikaia  School  for  Greece,  Cenform and

Ciugud School for Romania.

During the meeting, the MYSS partners outlined the results already completed,

new tasks and deadlines,  analyzing the critical  points of  MYSS project  and

implementing corrective actions, thus finalizing IO2 and focusing on IO3 and on

the dissemination campaign.  Quality  reports  of  IO1 and IO2 were analyzed

along with the reports of the 3 pilots and previous TPMs.
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In Athens, the 4th TPM was held on the 15th and the 16th of September 2022.

During the TMP, all partners had the occasion to take stock of what has been

done and the next tasks to be completed. At the same time, we have made

great steps in finalizing IO3 and in analyzing achieved KPIs and implementing

corrective actions for missing ones. We went on in the dissemination strategy

implementation and in meeting with Steering Committee members to evaluate

the quality of MYSS project outputs already delivered.

OUR NEXT STEPS
In the following months, partners will:

• Share the project results, in particular the “IO3 Handbook”, a manual of

good practices for schools on digital learning based on MYSS products

and  experiences.  This  manual,  translated  in  7  languages,  will  be

distributed in all the schools interested in the results of the MYSS project.

• Organize, in every country, a series of formal and informal meetings with

educational  stakeholders,  together  with  a  series  of  Multiplier  events,

which will  be attended by minimum 30 persons.  Our aim is to involve

teachers, students, parents, policy makers and public bodies in the field of

education.

• Plan the Final conference, which will be held in Romania at the beginning

of 2023. The event will take place on Friday the 3rd of March.
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• Prepare and share a set of video testimonials, which will be uploaded on

MYSS YouTube official channel.

• Disseminate the project’s website and Social media pages to teachers,

educational stakeholders, educational apparatus, schools, associations of

teachers, NGOs involved in education and Inspectorates, at national and

European level.

HOW TO FIND US 
• Visit our project’s website: https://myss.project.eu

• Subscribe to our YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel

/UCBlC7RgjXemRfD8Rlc83-tA

• Follow our LinkedIn page: https://www.linkedin.com/company/my-smart-

school

• Follow our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com

/MYSmartSchoolProject

With the support of the Erasmus+ Program of the European Union.

Project AGREEMENT NUMBER – 2020-1-IT02-KA226-SCH-095487.
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The  European  Commission  support  for  the  production  of  this  publication  does  not  constitute  an

endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be

held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein

Our mailing address is: mysmartschool21@gmail.com.

Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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